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Title The John F. Welsh Collection of Libertarian and Individualist Thought
Repository Pittsburg State University, Special Collections & University Archives, Pittsburg, Kansas
Collection Size Approximately 750 titles

Scope and Content The John F. Welsh Collection of Libertarian and Individualist Thought consists of books, periodicals, and pamphlets that discuss various aspects of the history and theory of individualist and egoist anarchism. Since its origin in 1987, the Collection has expanded to include literature on Ayn Rand and Objectivism, the Austrian School of Economics, Libertarianism, and the egoist thought of Max Stirner. Dr. Welsh's initial advocacy and continuing contributions to the Collection have produced the greatly expanded "Liberty Library," which houses not only the Welsh Special Collection, but also other collections donated by authors and collectors of libertarian, individualist, and anarchist literature.

Biography John F. Welsh served on the Social Science faculty at Pittsburg State University from 1978 to 1987. From 1987 to 1998 he worked for the Kansas Board of Regents on the Academic Affairs Staff. Beginning in 1998, he served as Associate Provost and Dean of the College of Education at the University of Louisville. He recently retired as Professor of Higher Education from the University of Louisville. Dr. Welsh's initial advocacy and continuing contributions to the Collection have produced the greatly expanded "Liberty Library," which houses not only the Welsh Special Collection, but also other collections donated by authors and collectors of libertarian, individualist, and anarchist literature.

Dr. Welsh is also the author of two recent books on dialectical theory and individualist thought: (a) *Max Stirner's Dialectical Egoism: A New Interpretation* and (b) *After Multiculturalism: The Politics of Race and the Dialectics of Liberty*, both of which were published by Lexington Books. He is the author of the forthcoming *The Political Thought of Dora Marsden*, also to be published by Lexington Books. Dr. Welsh has also published chapters in recent books on topics including dialectical logic, ideology and education, the future of public education, innovation in information technology in higher education, how the war on terror is affecting higher education, and the dialectics of race and liberty.

He has published widely in social science and higher education research journals, including the *Journal of Higher Education; Race, Ethnicity and Education; Journal of Higher Education Policy and Management; Leadership and Policy in Schools; Workplace: A Journal for Academic Labor; Journal of College Student Retention; Community College Review; Community College Journal of Research and Practice; Assessment and Evaluation in Higher Education; Campus-Wide Information Systems; Community College Enterprise; Trusteeship; Cultural Logic; Quality Assurance in Education; Connection: The New England Journal of Higher Education; Midwest Quarterly; Humanity and Society; Free Inquiry; New Proposals; and Quarterly Journal of Ideology.*
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He received several teaching, research, and service awards during his academic career. In 2003, he won the "Red Apple Award" for outstanding teaching and mentoring at the University of Louisville. He also won the award for Excellence in On-line Teaching from the Kentucky Council on Postsecondary Education in 2003 and 2006.

Access Restrictions  This collection is open for access
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Collected Books and Pamphlets


American Ethical Union. A Quest for Meaning: This is Ethical Culture (NY: American Ethical Union, 198-?).

American Rationalist Federation. The American Rationalist Federation (United States: American Rationalist Federation, 1980?).

American Rationalist Federation. You Are Not Alone. (St. Louis, MO: American Rationalist Federation, 1986?).
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Americans For Religious Liberty (Silver Spring, MD: Americans for Religious Liberty, [1983?]).

Americans United for Separation of Church and State. In 1962 Madalyn Murray O’Hair Kicked God, the bible and Prayer Out of School: and Ten Other Myths About Church and State (Silver Spring, MD: Americans United for Separation of Church and State, [1992]).

Americans United for Separation of Church and State. Religious Expression in Public Schools: Separating Fact From Fiction (Silver Spring, MD: Americans United for Separation of Church State, [1993?]).

American United for Separation of Church and State. Should Tax Dollars Finance Parochial Schools?: an Americans United Information Project (Silver Spring, MD: Americans United for Separation of Church and State, [1988?]).


Avidor, Ken. Gondwanaland (Minneapolis, MN: Avidor Studios, 2002).
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Bohnert, Mark, ed. *Passionate and Dangerous: Conversations With Midwestern Anti-Authoritarians and Anarchists* (St. Louis, MO: Passionate and Dangerous, [1988?]).


Borovoi, Aleksei. *Anarchism & Law* (Buffalo, NY: Friends of Malatesta, 197-?).


Brubaker, Bob. *Anarchism and the Critique of Technology* (San Francisco: [Upshot], 197-).
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Bstan-'dzin’rgya-mtsho, Dalai Lama XIV. **Disarmament, Peace and Compassion** (Westfield, NJ: Open Magazine Pamphlets, 1995).


Capell, Martin D. **Government and “Mental Health”** (San Francisco: Libertarian Party of California, [1971?]).


Carson, Kevin A. **Studies in Mutualist Political Economy** (Kevin A. Carson, [s.l.]: K. A. Carson, 2007).
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Castle, Marie Alena. Church, State and the Ten Commandments: a Battle Fought Out of Time And Place (Minneapolis, MN: Atheists for Human Rights, [2005?]).


Childs, Roy A. Libertarianism (San Francisco: Libertarian Party of California, [1970?]).


Chodorov, Frank. The Income Tax: Root of all Evil (Auburn, AL: Ludwig von Mises Institute, 2007).

Chodorov, Frank. The Rise and Fall of Society (Auburn, AL: Ludwig von Mises Institute, 2007).


Columbia Anarchist League. As We See It!: Common Perspectives on Ourselves, Our World and Social Change (Columbia, MO: Columbia Anarchist League, 1986).
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Crocco, Margaret Smith, ed. Social Studies and the Press; Keeping the Beast at Bay? (Greenwich, CT: Information Age Publishing, 2005). {“Down from the Tower and into the Fray; Adventures in Writing for the Popular Press,” by E. Wayne Ross}.


Cronin, Isaac and Chris Shutes, eds. Implications 1 ([United States?: s.n.],1975).
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DeLeon, Abraham P. and E. Wayne Ross, ed. Critical Theories, Radical pedagogies, and Social Education. (Rotterdam; Boston: Sense Publishers, 2010).


The Decline and the Fall of the “Spectacular” Commodity-Economy (NY: Frontier Press, [1971?]). [Frontier Pamphlet no. 1].
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Dunayevskaya, Raya. *Dialectics of Liberation* (Chicago: News and Letters, 198-?).
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   [Privately published; edition limited to two-hundred and fifty copies. Letter from
   Edgerton to Eva May Grice, tipped in].


Ellis, Albert. The Case Against Religiosity (NY: Institute for Rational Emotive Therapy,
1983).

Ellis, Edward Sylvester. Not Yours to Give (Boise, ID: Grapevine Publications, [1996?]).


Feder, Donald A. Gun Control (San Francisco: Libertarian Party of California, [1971?]).

Fleischer, Harald. Publiserte & Refuserte Artikler (Oslo: [Harald Fleischer], 1996.


Flynn, John T. The Road Ahead: America’s Creeping Revolution (NY: Devin-Adair Company,
1949).

Forbes, Milton L. The Messiah (Gallows Bay Station, Christiansted, St. Croix, Virgin Islands:

Foote, George William. In the Past Was the Church . . . “An Instrument of Progress and


Franki, M. and J. Hillstrom. America’s First Unfinished Revolution: the Untold Story of the
TrueCreators of Independence – the Workers, Yeomanry, Blacks and Women (Detroit:
News And Letters Committees, 1976).
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Goldman, Emma. Preparedness: the Road to Universal Slaughter; The Individual, Society and the State (NY: A. J. Muste Memorial Institute, [1985?]).


Greene, William B. The Facts of Consciousness, and the Philosophy of Mr. Herbert Spencer (Boston: Lee and Shepard, 1871).
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Hayek, F. A. The Road to Serfdom (University of Chicago Press, 1994).

Heilman, Elizabeth E., ed. Social Studies and Diversity Education: What We Do and Why We Do It (New York: Routledge, 2010).


Hess, Karl. The Death of Politics (NY: Libertarian-Anarchist Book Service, 197-?).

Hess, Karl. The Lawless State: A Libertarian View of the Status of Liberty (Lansing, MI: Constitutional Alliance, [1969]).
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Hudis, Peter. Marx and the Third World: New Perspectives on Writings From His Last Decade (Detroit: News and Letters, [1983?]).


Ingersoll, Robert Greene. What is Religion? (St. Louis: Book Service, [1960]).
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K. J. *The Bethlehem Bastard* (Boulder, CO: The Kill Club, [1988?]).


Katz, Bernard. *Quotes on Things Religious* (St. Louis: Book Service, [2005]).
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Knabb, Ken. The Realization and Suppression of Religion (Berkeley, CA: Bureau of Public Secrets, [1977]).

Knudtsen, Ingar, Jr. Anarkismen (Oslo: Kommunen, [1971?]).


Kremendahl, Hans and Thomas Meyer. Sozialismus und Staat (Kronberg, TS: Scriptor, 1974).
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Labadie, Joseph Antoine. Essays  (Detroit, MI: The Labadie Shop, 1911).


Landauer, Gustav. Anarchism in Germany and Other Essays  (San Francisco: Barbary Coast Collective, [199-?]).

Landstreicher, Wolfi. Amazing Monsters: Rants and Manifestoes  (Portland, OR: Venomous Butterfly Publications, [199?]).


Landstreicher, Wolfi. Droplets of Theory and Dreamscapes  (Portland, OR: Venomous Butterfly Publications, [200?]).
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Latin America’s Revolutions in Reality, In Thought: El Salvador, Nicaragua, Chile, Bolivia, Guatemala, Cuba  (Chicago: News and Letters, [1981]).


Leahey, Christopher R.  Whitewashing War: Historical Myth, Corporate Textbooks, and Possibilities for Democratic Education  (NY: Columbia University, 2010).  {Foreword by E. Wayne Ross.}
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Libertarian Anthology (Indore: Modern Publishers, [193-?]).


McElroy, Wendy, comp. Liberty 1881-1908; A Comprehensive Index (St. Paul, MN: Michael E. Coughlin, Publisher, 1982).

McGrath, Fergal and Dan Remenyi, eds. Fourth European Conference on Knowledge Management (Reading, England: MCIL, 2003).
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Machan, Tibor R.  Individuals and Their Rights  (La Salle, IL: Open Court, 1989).


Malatesta, Errico.  Anarchy: With a Biographical Note  (Buffalo, NY: Friends of Malatesta, [198-?]).

Malatesta, Errico.  Selected Writings  (Buffalo, NY: Friends of Malatesta, [198-?]).


Malott, Curry Stephenson, et. al., eds.  Teaching Marx; the Socialist Challenge  (Charlotte, NC: Information Age Publishing, 2013).  {“Shut Up! He Might Hear You”: Teaching Marx In Social Studies Education” by E. Wayne Ross}.


Martin, James J.  Men Against the State  (Denver: Ralph Myles Publisher, 1970).
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Mathison, Sandra and E. Wayne Ross, ed. *The Nature and Limits of Standards-Based Reform and Assessment* (New York: Teachers College Press, 2008?).
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Nielsen, Donald A. *Horrible Workers.* (Lanham, MD: Lexington Books, 2005),

Nock, Albert Jay. *Our Enemy, the State* (Caldwell, ID: Caxton Printers, 1959).
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Nolan, David F.  *Pot, Helmets, Vitamins and You*  (San Francisco: Libertarian Party of California, [1970??]).

Nyberg, Svein Olav.  *An Introduction to Non Serviam*  ([Oslo?: Svein Olav Nyberg, 1996]).
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Porn in the USA (Springfield, PA: Gauntlet, Inc., 1993).


Raico, Ralph. Civil Liberties (San Francisco: Libertarian Party of California, [1970?]).
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Rockwell, Llewellyn H. *The Left, the Right, & the State* (Auburn, AL: Ludwig von Mises Institute, 2008).
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Ross, E. Wayne and Valerie Ooka Pang, ed. Race, Ethnicity and Education. (Wesport, CT: Praeger Publishers, 2006).

Ross, Si. The Wallace Contract and the Watergate Connection (Dallas, TX: Jed Morse Press, 1974).


Rothbard, Murray Newton. Individualism and the Philosophy of the Social Sciences (San Francisco: Cato Institute, 1979).
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Sampson, Ronald Victor. Power, the Enshrined Heresy  (Corinth, VT: Black Mountain Press, [1971??]).


Schmidt, Karl. The Individual  (Gegensatz Press, 2008).
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Shapiro, Carl.  1 Date: 3 Years Apart  (Lakewood, NJ: Complimentary Copy Press, 1987).


Spencer, Herbert. The Man Versus the State.  (Indianapolis: Liberty Fund, 1982).

Spooner, Lysander. The Deist’s Immortality; and An Essay on Man’s Accountability for His Belief  (Boston: Lysander Spooner?, 1834).
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Spooner, Lysander. No Treason, No. II (Boston: The Author, 1867).


Stein, Gordon. A Truthful Portrayal From a First-Hand Witness: an Expensive, Unnecessary Luxury for the Atheists by One Who was There and Experienced It (Lakewood, NJ: Complimentary Copy Press, 1990).


Stirner, Max. The Ego and His Own (NY: Boni and Liveright, 1918).
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Stirner, Max. L’Unico. (Torino: Bocca, 1921).
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Tuccille, Jerome. It Usually Begins with Ayn Rand (San Francisco: Fox and Wilkes, 1997).


Tucker, Benjamin R. State Socialism and Anarchism; and Other Essays (Colorado Springs, CO: Ralph Myles Publisher, 1972).

Tucker, Benjamin R. Why I Am an Anarchist (Detroit, MI: Laurance Labadie, 1934).

Turner, Lou and John Alan. Frantz Fanon, Soweto and American Black Thought (Chicago: News and Letters, [1986?]).
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Weston, John H.  Pluralism is Not an Acronym; Sermon (Kansas City, MO: All Souls Unitarian Church, 1992).
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What is Society?: an Egoist Text Against Society (Portland, OR: Venomous Butterfly Publications, [2000-2005]). [Wolfi Landstriecher, in the introduction, claims not to be the author.]


Woodworth, Frederick S. Anarchist? What’s That? (Tucson, AZ: The Match Press, [197-?]).
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Woodworth, Frederick S.  *There is No God*  (Austin, TX: American Atheists, 1980).

Workers Solidarity Alliance.  *Where We Stand: Workers Solidarity Alliance Statement of Principles*  (San Francisco: Workers Solidarity Alliance, 198-?).


Collected Periodicals


*ACAB*  (Bristol, United Kingdom: [s.n., [ca. 1985]).  [One issue].
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Black Rose: Journal of Contemporary Anarchism  (Boston: Black Rose Lectures and Learning, 1974 - ). [No. 1, 1974; No. 2, Spring 1975].


The Canadian School Executive  (Edmonton, Canada: Xancor-Canada, 1982 - ). [Vol. 4, No. 10]. {Jerome Roth and E. Wayne Ross, “Demotion”}.


Connecting Link  (Oakley, CA: Austin Miles, 1995). [Vol. 1, issues 1-3, 5-10; Vol. 2, issues 11-12].
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Knee Deep in S**t  (Keighley, West Yorkshire: [s.n.], 1985).  [One issue].
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The Opera Glass  (s.l.: Iris J. Arnesen, 1999-?). [Nos. 45-47].
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Race, Ethnicity, and Education (Oxfordshire, UK: Carfax Publications, 1998) [Vol. 7, No. 4, 2004].
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Stateless  (Doncaster, [England]: South Yorkshire Anarchist Group.) [No. 1, August 1984].


Substance  (Chicago: S.U.B.S., 1975 - ). [Vol. 26, No. 10; Vol. 30, No. 6 and No. 9; Vol. 31, No. 4]. {E. Wayne Ross, “New York Students, Parents, Teachers Rebel Against State Exams,” “Public Schools and Neoliberal Madness in Canada,” “Canada Testing Increases Dropouts, Reduces Quality,” and “Teachers’ Strike Closes British Columbia Schools for Two Weeks.”}.

Sunburst  (Tucson, AZ: North American Libertarian Alliance, 1971) [Vol. 1, No. 1, 1971]

Teacher  (Vancouver, BC: The Federation, 1988 - ). [Vol. 18, No. 4; Vol. 20, No. 3].

{S. Mathison and E. Wayne Ross, “The Promise and Peril of High-Stakes Accountability,” and E. Wayne Ross, “Strategies for Countering the Accountability Agenda.”


Timperley Village Anarchist  (Timperley, England: TV-AM, [ca. 1985]). [Nos. 1-3].


Zine World  (San Francisco: [the author], 1997 --) nos. 2, 17-26.
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Sound Recordings

What Shall They Read? An Actuality Recording of a Public Hearing before the Richmond (CA) City Council. No. 24 (Berkeley, CA: A Pacifica Archive Recording, 1968.)